**From Barcelona El Prat International Airport to the city**

**BUS**

There is a bus service called “Aerobus” (lines A1 and A2, blue colored bus) that goes back forth between the airport terminals and the city centre, Plaça Catalunya (making a few stops in between). But since the hotels and ESADE campus are not located in the city center, a private taxi is recommended directly from the airport.

**TAXI**

Taxis are readily available from the airport terminals. The taxi fare from the airport to the Pedralbes area where all the hotels are located should cost between 25-30 Euros (40-50 USD). (The taxi fare receipt is commonly known as “recibo” or “ticket”)

**TRAIN**

There is a train line “Renfe L2” that connects the Airport to the city. The train station is situation in front of Terminal 2. The train leaves every 30 minutes and takes about 20 minutes to get to “Sants Station”. From Sants station, you can take the metro (Linea 3, Green line) in the direction of Zona Universitaria, and get down at metro station “Maria Cristina”. All the hotels listed are relatively close to Maria Cristina, but you will still need to take a taxi to the hotel. Although this method might cut down the cost, it will be a bit more strenuous.